OUR TEAM
We are a group of passionate students from University of Social Sciences and Humanities in Warsaw
who cooperate with local communities. Our actions are based on the experience and skills acquired
during the process of education. Through the courage and synergy we decided to support Polish
seniors and foreigners to connect by cooking together and sharing their stories. We also support
micro-enterprises of local craftsmen. We believe that our actions will bring the real and long-lasting
change in communities we work with and spread even further.
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WHAT WE DO
Share our stories through cooking.
Create the environment where everyone can learn from each other.
Practice our English skills.
Bring people together.
Create intergenerational and international synergy.
We believe everyone should get a chance to be understood the way he or she deserves.

WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED
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International guests
from 10 countries

healthy diet lectures


30 participants



5 partners



More than 200 people fed



Participation in 2 festivals

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Gathering>50% more people through the workshops
Connecting seniors with foreigners more effectively through language exchange meetings
Spreading the idea around Warsaw by cooking in different restaurants and districts.
Creating income fluency by offering intercultural catering to organizations and companies.

